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It happens occasionally, when getting ready for a night in the world, that a woman who 

sees through the needle-eye of poetry will stop, nylons huddled around her ankles, satin 

caught in the teeth of her shift dress, and want to cry. She might be listening to something 

emboldening, Nicki Minaj, “Boss Ass Bitch,” Liz Phair, “Extraordinary,” and she might 

still drop her dead weight onto her bedspread, and she might be so consumed by this 

farce that she meets her friends half an hour late, ashamed, having first studied her 

reflection in every shop window. 

 All this buttoning, this washing, this powdering, this penciling, this shearing and 

concealing and disentangling––all this to make the body legible, yes, but also to control 

its legibility. The way a writer is given the exceptional power to chisel words, not simply 

to speak them at the pace of passing time, this is how the actions of the woman ensnared 

in this farce might, when understood generously, be read. 

 

–– 

 

There are a hundred thousand things a woman in this world of feast and scarcity might be 

attempting to say with her body. Cynthia Cruz: “I was already at work on a language, a 

language of No. My actions, the way I moved through the world […] what I wore was all 

an enactment, a language.” Hair, chopped or burned; bones, jutted by starvation or buried 

by overindulgence; fabric, intentionally tarnished, draped to obscure intimacies of figure. 

It may be impossible to work the leather of others’ discernment, but at least a woman can 

take the awl, can select her grip. 
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 Between this and what could be called in contrast the language of Yes––not to be 

confused with the language of consent––is a diversity of physical grammar, a spectrum of 

tone, term, punctuation, and tense spoken by each decorated body. The hugging, 

hallelujah midi dress, the great ecstasy of brandished curves, on one end of this spectrum; 

clean and pressed denim, a long line cardigan, a blush camisole, near the centre. And of 

course the garment is only part of the language, as Roland Barthes and a stable of 

theorists have publicly known. 

 For Barthes, two distinct words must be considered in appreciation of the 

garment: parole (words) and langue (language). The first refers to the cleanliness of the 

apparel, the slits, clefts, or absences in the textile, the safety pins or sewn-on clasps or 

other improvisations, what he calls “the wearer’s particular way of wearing clothes.” The 

second is notional, and includes “the ritualized forms, substances and colours, fixed uses, 

stereotyped modes […] the controlled game of undergarments and overgarments.” The 

language has identifiable, tightly measured rules, while the words may be much wilder. It 

is expected, on a regular spring day in Toronto, let’s say, that a woman will wear 

something to cover her warm parts, something to protect her feet from glass or needles on 

the ground, and so forth––this is the language. And what she chooses to say beyond this 

basic grammar is her prerogative; at least, she will be more willing to yawn open her 

wallet if she believes this to be the case. 

 

–– 
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Barthes, in The Language of Fashion: “To live in a civilization purely of the image would 

create a certain anxiety because the image always has several meanings. It is for this 

reason that photos in newspapers are always captioned: to reduce the risk engendered by 

a multiplicity of meanings.” 

 No parole expresses the emotion of Instagram more sincerely than “anxiety.” 

Even where the caption exists, it is often reduced to a secondary, more basic image, of a 

cloudburst of hearts, of a monkey covering its mouth. The caption, too, is plagued by 

generic words that can be copied and pasted from the right-hand side of one woman’s 

image to another’s––#bedroom #brown #eyes #makeup #mess #random #mujer #pout 

#adult #ring #nose; #imjustmeandonlyme. The woman feels anxiety waiting for positive 

responses to the post; other women feel anxiety looking at her doctored photo; this 

exchange, replicated endlessly across a culture controlled by ones just like it, adds to a 

general anxiety caused by the universal possibility of misunderstanding the image, the 

constant abjuring of conscious word choice.  

 

–– 

 

Dionne Brand: “Fashions are not fashions at all but refashioning; language is not 

communication but reinvention. They are never in place but on display.” 

 

–– 
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We have arrived at a locus where the only organizing principle for women’s fashion is 

aesthetics and, as Dionne stylishly held, display. We have lost the codes that used to 

come from the common cultural structures of a civilization––those that might have 

resulted in Sumerian flax shawls with allover fringe, for instance, or Medieval wool 

tunics worn one over the other, hand-dyed using lichen, tree bark, crushed insects, 

mollusks. Not only must the woman strive to be beautiful, she must allow herself to be 

seen. 

Barthes: “The term of reference here is no longer the spirit or style of a period, 

but the psyche of the person wearing the clothing: clothing is supposed to express a 

psychological depth.” A woman wearing a halter top and bandeau skirt from a mall kiosk 

might be subconsciously judged to be less creative, intellectual, or even worthy than a 

woman wearing a Pendleton blanket sweater and a pair of tapered A.P.C. jeans. Even 

when we do not explicitly tier our judgment in this way (i.e., one might not be better than 

the other), we still allow the physical presentation of a human stranger to take precedence 

over all other elements of their personhood. 

 In the absence of a broader cultural code of fashion, we understand simply that we 

should strive for beauty. What is frightening about this constant gesture towards beauty is 

it is no longer a coming-to-terms in the face of the sublime, as a mystic like Simone Weil 

might have established it to be. She supposed that beauty asks us to “give up our 

imaginary position as the center [… and transform] the very roots of our sensibility, in 

our immediate reception of sense impressions and psychological impressions.” Rather 

than encouraging us to give up our imaginary position as the center, this gesture, the way 
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we too often understand it as feminine subjects, pushes us ever closer to a perception of 

ourselves as the center.  

Even the scale of a massive ledge waterfall, that rushing trough of divine nature, 

is often made confusing by the mortal figure of a woman in a two-piece, far closer to the 

camera. 

 

–– 

 

Vera Pavlova: An elderly poet called me “the most beautiful woman in the world” 

because he could not recall my name. 

 

–– 

 

On a day in a city, a woman can accept a dozen names. They can be flattering or 

malicious; they can be sounds of a symphony or of a menagerie. Most people she 

encounters, in trucks, on porches, in unlit bars, will not know her name, so they will find 

other ways to address her. 

 In choosing what to wear to the Video Music Awards, Amber Rose and Blac 

Chyna assented that a woman’s first voice is her body. They wore gaudy, gorgeous, 

skintight unitards adorned with words often used ferociously against women, slut, whore, 

hoe, stripper, bitch, golddigger. These outfits of actual text turned Amber and Blac 

Chyna into the media; magazines slate them on a regular basis, so they became 

magazines. This was a conversation initiated by two women who have been defined 
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repeatedly by which men they sleep with and which fabrics shell their curves, in a world 

that will reject a human’s merit based on these two things. It would be a mistake to 

believe this was an elective conversation. 

 

–– 

 

Audre Lorde: “For women, then, poetry is not a luxury. It is a vital necessity of our 

existence. It forms the quality of the light within which we predicate our hopes and 

dreams toward survival and change, first made into language, then into idea, then into 

more tangible action.” 

 Expensive clothing is a luxury. Excessive clothing is a luxury. Clothing that is 

fabricated thanks to a colossal disparity in quality of life, safety, welfare, and power, is 

not just a luxury but a wrongdoing in which the majority of us are complicit. 

 But clothing itself is no more of a luxury than poetry. Because it directly affects 

how women are able to live our public lives, day after day; it directly conditions the 

environment around us, creating a tangible sense of hostility or defilement or warmth or 

indifference as we move through civic parks and built spaces, subway cars and familiar 

neighbourhoods.  

On occasional vulnerable days this language of fashion is a way of confirming our 

merit and significance, and on most days it is a way of laying claim to our bodies in a 

world that repeatedly violates them, actually and metaphorically. And yet, in this act of 

laying claim, we so often bolster the structures that are responsible for our own reduction 

to violable bodies.  
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 How do we speak a language that celebrates beauty, among other things, when so 

often this language is used to vindicate violation of that same beauty, in explicit and 

implicit ways? How do we speak a language that celebrates beauty but does not become 

enamored of it at the expense of goodness, mind aerobics, humanity? 

 Somehow it feels like a better use of time to sit down and write. 

 

–– 

 

Ferrante: “[S]ometimes––especially when I had dressed myself not only to make a good 

impression in general but for a man––preparing myself (this was the word) seemed to me 

to have something ridiculous about it. All that struggle, all that time spent camouflaging 

myself when I could be doing something else.” 

 Absurdity is such a central element of this obsession with the made-up object that 

it makes writing about this “struggle” seem superfluous and indulgent. But the 

slut/whore/bitch unitard (a second skin) is not superfluous, and neither is a questioning of 

the how and why of making up the object. 

When freed to do so by someone like Elena Ferrante, goddess of the everyday, it 

is expansive and humanizing to consider these rituals, not with shame but with simple 

awareness. Because there is nothing more dangerous or dehumanizing than to do 

something repeatedly that makes you feel laughable, so laughable that it would be 

clownish and ridiculous to wonder why. 

 

–– 
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The ugly reality about worshipping beauty is that people secretly, or not secretly, hate the 

person who sometimes or always achieves it, resent them, want to launch flint arrows into 

their bare breasts. Nobody wants to hear about the burden of beauty; gratitude is 

expected, revelry, and then more effort. It should be enough that this person is noticed, is 

noticed enough that they are heir to compliments and opened doors. But to be noticed is 

not to be seen, and it is the woman who has succeeded in making herself generally 

desirable who suffers most from the plague of invisibility.  

 No language is without its own quirks, violences, inadequacies, and double 

meanings. But a language is a failure if it can’t express our depths. 

 

  

 

 


